In this paper, the author studies the complete convergence results for Sung's type weighted sums of sequences of END random variables and obtains some new results. These results extend and improve the corresponding theorems of Sung (Discrete Dyn. Nat.
Introduction and main results
The concept of complete convergence was introduced by Hsu and Robbins [] as follows. A sequence of random variables {X n , n ≥ } is said to converge completely to a constant c if In this paper, we will extend Theorem A under the END setup. We firstly introduce the concept of END random variables. 
Conversely, (.) implies EX =  if (.) holds for any array {a ni ,  ≤ i ≤ n, n ≥ } with (.) for some q > .
Throughout this paper, C always stands for a positive constant which may differ from one place to another.
Lemmas and proofs of main results
To prove the main result, we need the following lemmas. Proof Without loss of generality, we can assume that
, f n are Borel functions all of which are monotone increasing (or all are monotone decreasing). Then
from which it follows that
For I  ,
By the same argument as (.), we also have I  < ∞. http://www.journalofinequalitiesandapplications.com/content/2014/1/353
Hence, to prove I  < ∞, it is enough to show that
By the Markov inequality, Lemma ., Lemma ., the C r -inequality, (.), and (.), for any r ≥ ,
Since r > p and t < , by the C r -inequality, we get
If p < , then we can take r = , in this case I *  = I *  in (.). Since r > p and t < , (.) still holds. Therefore I  < ∞.
For I  , note that
Hence, in order to prove I  < ∞, it is enough to show that
By the Markov inequality, Lemma ., Lemma ., the C r -inequality, (.), and (.), we have, for any r ≥ ,
If p ≥ , we take r such that r > (pα -)/(α -/). It follows that
Since r > p, we get by (.) of Sung [] , we may assume that (.) holds for some
By the proof of Lemma . in Sung [], we have
Similarly, we have I  < ∞.
Hence, in order to prove I  < ∞, it is enough to show that
Similar to the proof of (.), we have, for any r ≥ ,
If p ≥ , we take r such that r > (pα -)/(α -/). By (.)
Since r > p and  < t < , we get by (.)
If p < , then we take r = , in this case I *  = I *  in (.). Since r > p and t < , (.) still holds. Therefore I  < ∞.
For I  , since ( -α)/(pα -α) < t < , we have by (.)
Similar to the proof of (.), we have for any r ≥ 
If p ≥ , we take r such that r > {(pα -)/(α -/), q}. By (.), we have Proof of Theorem . Sufficiency. Without loss of generality, we can assume that a ni ≥  and (.) holds for  < q ≤  by the Hölder inequality. We firstly prove that
ni .
Note that EX = , by the Hölder inequality,
Hence to prove (.), it is enough to show that for any ε > 
By the Markov inequality, Lemma ., the C r -inequality, (.), and a standard computation
Obviously,
To prove (.), it is enough to prove that The proof of (.) is the same as that of (.). Necessity. It is similar to the proof of Theorem . in Sung [] . Here we omit the details. So we complete the proof.
